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UTRCA presentation to HACA



Presentation Outline

 Upper Thames River Conservation Authority 
 Revised Conservation Authority Act and Regulations
 Harrington Dam Class Environmental Assessment
 Harrington Master Plan
 Heritage Studies
 Dam Safety Study
 Loop Trail



Conservation Authorities

 The Conservation Authorities Act first passed in 1946
 Alignment of post-war employment concerns with growing 

concerns about poor land use practices and decisions
 Conceived as Provincial/Municipal “Partnership”

London, April 1937



ONTARIO Conservation Authorities



Upper Thames River Watershed



UTRCA Vision:
Inspiring a Healthy Environment

 Mission 
 To protect life and property from 

flood and erosion
 To protect and enhance water 

quality
 To preserve and manage natural 

areas
 To provide outdoor recreation and 

education opportunities



UTRCA Board of Directors 

Conservation Authorities are governed 
by a Board of Directors appointed by 
Member Municipalities 

•UTRCA has 15 Board Members
•Elected and citizen appointments

•B of D sets overall policy direction
•Responsive to local issues and 
concerns
•Meet on a monthly basis
•Day to day operations by staff 
within the overall policy set by the 
Board



2022 Draft Operating Budget - Revenues

Conservation Authorities are funded 
through:

 the member municipalities (levies),  
 self-generated revenues such as permit 

and camping fees, and contract funding 
that we apply and compete for 

 a transfer payment from the Province 

The Authority works to leverage the 
investment made by the local 
municipalities to provide the 
programs and services that 
watershed residents support



Community Partnerships - Example

Community Partnerships

User Fees
Contracts
Levy
Deferred Revenue

8%

42%

20%

30%



Community Education

 Access to environmental and 
conservation information 
and to instill a conservation 
ethic

 20,000 students annually
 Over 40 curriculum-based 

educational programs
 2 Nature Schools
 Outdoor, in class and virtual 

programs, within the CAs and 
in the community



Conservation Authorities Act
O. Reg 687/21

 Bill 229, Protect, Support and Recover from COVID-19 Act –
December 8, 2020

 Phase 1 Regulations – Transition Plan and Agreements 
Regulation (October 1, 2021)
 To provide conservation authorities and municipalities time to address 

changes to the budgeting and levy process based on the delivery of 
mandatory programs and services  (Category 1), municipal program and 
services (Category 2), and other programs and Services (Category 3) and to 
reach agreements



Mandatory Programs and Services 
– O. Reg. 686/21: 

Conservation authorities must provide the 
following mandatory programs and services: 
Category One Programs and Services:
 Risk of Natural Hazards
 Conservation and management of lands owned or 

controlled by an Authority
 Other Programs or Services
 Continuing to implement Provincial stream and 

groundwater monitoring
 Duties, functions and responsibilities as a source 

protection authority Clean Water Act, 2006
 Prescribed in Regulation: Core Watershed-based 

Resource Management Strategy





Conservation and Management of CA Lands

CA must develop a conservation area strategy, prepared on or before December 31, 
2024 that includes:
 Objectives established by the authority that will inform the authority’s decision-

making related to the lands it owns and controls, including decisions related to policies 
governing the acquisition and disposition of such lands.

 Identification of the mandatory and non-mandatory programs and services that are 
provided on land owned and controlled by the authority, including the sources of 
financing for these programs and services.

 An assessment of how the lands owned and controlled by the authority may,
i.  augment any natural heritage located within the authority’s area of 

jurisdiction, and ii.  integrate with other provincially or municipally owned lands or other 
publicly accessible lands and trails within the authority’s area of jurisdiction.
 The establishment of land use categories
 A process for the periodic review and updating of the conservation area strategy by 

the authority, including procedures to ensure stakeholders and the public are 
consulted during the review and update process.



UTRCA Lands

The UTRCA owns and/or manages more than 
5,790 ha (14,300 ac) of land within the Upper 
Thames River watershed, spread across some 
40 properties
 Fanshawe, Pittock and Wildwood Conservation 

Areas
 Beachville CA, Dorchester CA, Dorchester Mill 

Pond, Embro CA, Fullarton CA, Harmony CA, 
Harrington CA, Shakespeare CA

 Beachville Tract,Cade Tract 
 Dorchester Swamp, Ellice and Gads Hill Swamp 
 London ESAs 
The completion of the Conservation Areas 
Strategy is a legislative requirement that will 
provide overarching policy direction moving 
forward



Harrington Dam Class Environmental Assessment 
(EA)

 Previous studies identified significant concerns related to the structural integrity 
and hydraulic capacity of the Harrington Dam and embankment.

 Objective of EA
 to identify, evaluate, and ultimately to recommend an alternative that will 

allow the UTRCA to move forward with a plan to address the safety concerns.

•Preferred alternative
• Remove dam and replace 

with offline pond(s)
• Draft is available on web 

site with all alternatives
• not yet finalized by board 

(or considered by council)
• rationale behind selection 

of preferred alternative 
has not changed



Environmental Assessment Status

 EA initiated by UTRCA 
(proponent and owner of the 
Dam/CA)

 Engaging community and council 
throughout

 Still draft (posted on web site in 
2017)

 Currently Awaiting 
 Heritage studies completion
 Master planning (MP) for the 

Harrington Conservation Area to the 
point where it could inform the 
alternatives being considered in the 
EA

 Updating the EA project file to 
include above and other necessary 
updates



Harrington CA Master Planning Process

 Toward the end of the EA process HACA brought forward many 
plans/proposals for the use of the Mill and CA,

 Many not fully vetted through CA (owner) or fully documenting 
feasibility, liability, sustainability, owners interests, etc

 MP was proposed as a way to engage community in determining 
and documenting appropriate use of the property
 Would include the formation of a Community Liaison Committee 
 Would be an opportunity for all stakeholders, including HACA, local 

residents, others with an interest in the CA and dam (Environmental, First 
Nations, Municipal, etc.)

 MP would inform the EA and preferred alternative



Harrington CA Master Planning
(from discussion in late 2017)

 The MP would :
 Summarize and refer to documentation on the Mill Restoration and Living 

Museum Plans
 Identify additional information and documentation;
 Summarize the ongoing operation and maintenance of the CA;
 Document and/or establish ongoing roles in the operation and 

maintenance of the Mill, pond and CA;
 Establish encouraged and discouraged uses of the CA;
 Document any future plans for CA development (including such things as 

fish hatchery, washrooms, annual events held at the CA; and
 Consider opportunities and constraints on the proposed plans for the Mill, 

pond and CA.
 Community Liaison Committee may be beneficial for MP and 

through to completion of EA



Harrington CA Master Plan

 Scoped during initial stages
 Previous slide shows some initial thoughts

 Would include
 community involvement including CLC
 Broad stakeholder involvement
 All current and proposed activities/uses of the property (CA 

and Mill)
 Determine uses appropriate to be encouraged/discouraged

 Will be informed by
 Background info collected for the EA
 HACA proposals

 How does this relate to the Conservation Area (CA) 
Strategy now needed as part of CAA changes?
 CA Strategy would provide an overall framework for the MP
 Was not required when MP concept discussed in 2017
 Identified through CAA changes, still not well defined
 Best to delay MP until the CA Strategy has developed 

framework, established overall goals of managing CA lands 
including small Conservation Areas like Harrington

 Otherwise, was planning to start MP this year, but necessary to 
focus on the CA Strategy to complete it by legislated time 
requirement (Dec 2024)

 This is a change since I met with Michael last year



Heritage Studies

 Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) 
and Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA)
 generically called Heritage Studies (HS)
 considers potential heritage value of the 

Harrington CA and the potential heritage 
impacts of any future changes that may occur 
to the Harrington Dam deriving from 
recommendations emerging from ongoing EA

 Makes recommendations as to how the 
heritage can be preserved with each of the 
alternatives, including the proposed preferred 
alternative

 Draft going to Board
 Posting on web site
 Available to HACA and others

 Remain committed to sharing with HACA 
and look forward to receiving comments as 
soon as possible



Dam Safety

 Dam Safety Review completed in 2007  
which identified safety concerns which 
led to the EA

 DSR are subject to regular review/update 
- commencing review of all UTRCA dams

 Priority on the high-risk dams
 Fanshawe and Pittock underway
 Wildwood to start in 2022
 Due to the risks associated with 

Harrington it may be one of the 
priority dams considered in the next 
phase (beyond 2022)

 May make recommendations on 
changes in the operation to reduce 
the risks while EA can be completed 
due to the delays in completing the 
EA



Environmental Assessment Next Steps

 Finish Heritage Studies
 Incorporate Heritage Studies into EA, review EA to 

determine what other aspects will need to be updated
 Complete CAS
 Harrington MP
 Identify stakeholders
 Form Community Liaison
 Scope the MP
 Determine resources necessary for the MP
 Complete the MP

 Update EA to reflect MP and any other necessary 
updates

 Engage Council, Board on EA prior to final posting
 Post EA for final review and comment
 Budget and secure funding
 Implementation



Loop Trail Crossing

 New loop trail crossing may be impacted by 
the EA preferred alternative

 Initially thought it may be premature to 
consider without confirmation of preferred 
alternative for Dam

 Willingness to consider
 Solutions which have flexibility to be adapted 

to EA outcomes
 Assisting to evaluate what solutions might 

work
 Need to meet normal regulatory 

consideration (not impact flooding, etc)
 May need to be modified as part of 

outcomes from EA,
 May not be reasonable to delay until 

outcomes confirmed
 Limited risk that a crossing at the extreme 

upstream end of property would be 
significantly impacted by implementation of 
any of the alternatives in the EA.



Questions
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